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A BARYCENTRIC POSITION AT THE EUROPEAN LEVEL 

Presentation of Euralogistic

The Hauts-de-France region (North of France) is located
at the heart of the major flows of goods in Europe,
making it a true "land of logistics excellence".

It is characterized by:

▪ A potential market of nearly 80 million consumers
within a radius of 300 km.

▪ Immediate proximity to major European capitals and
major ports of the North Range.

▪ A region at the center of 4 major economic and
demographic poles: London, Paris, the Dutch Randstad
and the Ruhr with an estimated purchasing power of
€1500 billion.

▪ The presence of 8 major motorways (A1, A2, A16,
A21, A22, A25, A26 and A29).
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Euralogistic, 
the northern France logistics cluster  

PARTIE 2
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THE EURALOGISTIC OFFICES ARE AT THE ENTRANCE OF A 

EUROPEAN TRIMODAL PLATFORM
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VOCATION OF EURALOGISTIC

The mission of the Euralogistic Pole of Excellence is to
animate the logistics sector at the regional level and to
federate the economic actors by promoting a strategy
of development of innovative activities.
Since 2008, the Euralogistic Pole has been officially
labelled "Regional Pole of Excellence" within the
framework of the Regional Economic Development
Plan.

Euralogistic is a tool, spearhead of the ambition of the
Hauts-de-France, a logistics and commercial hub with
European ambitions. It contributes actively and on a
daily basis to promote the growth of companies and
employment. Euralogistic develops its activity among
more than 250 companies per year in the regions.

An exemplary business cluster labelled by French
government, Euralogistic has been several times
awarded for innovative activities. In the European
framework, Euralogistic is also recognized as an
exemplary cluster while becoming representative of
european logistics clusters in the prestigious Alice ETP
network.

Euralogistic's head office is located on the Delta 3
multimodal platform in Dourges (15 minutes south of
Lille). A common tool of the CCI network, co-financed
by the State, the Regional Council, the Territories and
companies, it has a well-established network of more
than 1500 professionals in the sector.

To meet the new challenges of the sector in the region,
Euralogistic strives to raise awareness among
companies to think differently about the transport of
goods, logistics and the supply chain, which must
become virtuous in terms of plans.
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Involved in  ambitious European projects

This Interreg IVB (transnational) project, in which

Euralogistic was a partner, aimed at improving the

transparency and therefore the traceability of goods

in the logistics chain with the objective of avoiding

unnecessary trips, improving the filling rate of trucks

or offering more services to the final customer

(order follow-up with warning if late, for example).

The objective was to improve logistics efficiency

while ensuring more sustainable logistics.

In 2017, the Euralogistic Cluster was the winner of

a European project, Clusters 2.0, funded by the

Horizon 2020 program. This project, completed in

July 2020 and which lasted 3 years, brought

together 29 European partners from various fields

(university, laboratory, consulting company, IT,

industry, clusters, ports, carriers, airport).

The stated objective of the project was to exploit

the potential of European logistics clusters for a

sustainable, efficient and fully integrated transport

system. As task leader, Euralogistic developed an

innovative and concrete methodology of

collaboration for modal shift.
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FOCUS ON THE MASSIFICATION PROJECT: 
HORIZONTAL COLLABORATION FOR MODAL SHIFT

The massification is about bundling the flows of several

companies (industrial shippers or retailers) for

shipment to the same destination in order to increase

the utilisation of transport capacities. The

“massification” concept, implemented into the Clusters

2.0 project, is based on using the modal shift in order to

encourage companies towards a new way of shipping

and a new way of perceiving its logistics organization.

The massification pilot aims to develop a new

collaborative methodology and supports a group of

shippers to bundle their goods on a same train

towards one destination.

This massification methodology has been duplicated

into different logistics clusters for promoting this

horizontal collaborative approach which fosters the

modal shift for a more sustainable transport.
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The Euralogistic campus,
a place for logistics 

stakeholders 
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CAMPUS EURALOGISTIC 
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The 4 buildings which form the Euralogistic Park

comprise: The Euralogistic Center 1 (2 platforms

with 1200 square meters offices), the Euralogistic

Center 2 (3 platforms with 1400 square meters

offices), the tertiary Center of Euralogistic Campus

(3 training platforms with 2200 square meters

offices) and the school warehouse of Euralogistic

Campus (5000 square meters).
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EURALOGISTIC & EDUCATION 
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Though, the Campus hosts a group of training and
employment partners with their own activities and premises
on the spot.

The Euralogistic Cluster is based in particular on the launch
of a successful logistics campus covering 7 hectares, which
has enabled 20,000 logistics operators to be qualified and
integrated over the last 10 years.

The campus aims to promote qualified working force needs
of the regional logistics sector. All in all, it trains around
2500 persons per year, various profiles, until CPC to master
level. It is also dedicated to promote and to emphasize jobs
and opportunities in the logistics sector.

For instance, Euralogistic has organized since several years a
dedicated event for the recruitment in logistics, transport
and SC gathering a numerous of companies. This event
“Log&Play©” benefits from a wide recognition for its
promotion of logistics jobs in the region.
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EURALOGISTIC & EDUCATION 
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AFTRAL

A national training center for a wide range of
people who want to work in transport and
logistics. From truck driving license to logistics
operation, Aftral offers different kind of
training. It benefits from the warehouse
where people are trained with real material
and flows

LOGINOV FORMATION

It is an innovative training center offers a wide range of high
qualification in logistics and warehousing. It proposes an
innovative approach in training with the label owned by the
CCI, “les compagnons de la logistique”. It allows to get all
hard and soft skills through a recognized diploma. It is a
guarantee of excellence for companies which are partners of
this program. Thanks to the warehouse, the future employees
can learn with real flows.
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EURALOGISTIC & EDUCATION 
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GEIQ & IPR

On the campus site there are 2 professional organizations
which aim at promoting the transport and the logistics jobs
through different collective actions. They foster the
integration of employees with a tough background and low
skills in transport and logistics. Those organizations
represent all transport and logistics companies.

POLE EMPLOI

It is the national employment agency. Euralogistic
hosts an agency dedicated to logistics and transport.
Through different partnerships with companies, they
manage to position unemployed people with
different level of skills. Like others stakeholders, it
promotes logistics and transport jobs for attracting
more employees who are needed in Dourges.
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THE SCHOOL WAREHOUSE & THE CHARITY AGENCY 
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Created in 2008, recognized as being in the general interest, the agency for donation helps the needy by collecting
and redistributing new non-food products.

The stocks of the Agency for Donation are located in the school warehouse and all flows are managed by staff in
integration and professional reintegration. Also, two permanent jobs have been created.
Within the School Warehouse, students benefit from a modern space, equipped with the latest equipment
necessary to professionalize the profession of Multi-Purpose Logistics Operator.
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The future International Village of 
Logistics & Supply Chain 

PARTIE 4
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EURALOGISTIC WANTS TO BE POSITIONED ON NEW CHALLENGES
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OUR PROJECT 

Presentation of Euralogistic
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This village aims at being an international player in logistics & SC thanks to partnerships, agreements and funds. Our

ambition is to become a spearhead cluster in green logistics while combining training, research and innovation.
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OUR PROJECT 

a school in logistics and supply chain

from bachelor to master. Multimodality,

supply-chain management (DDMRP,

flows modelling), supply-chain finance,

sectorials logistics will be proposed. It

will be a place for « learning by doing ».

A program of PHD exchange will be

addressed.

a technical and R&D center where

innovation will be experimented.

Logistics flows will be simulated to

address the 0 emission issue thanks

to technologies and a numerous

logistics and supply-chain

stakeholders

an incubator and an

accelerator for innovative

start-ups and companies with

a focus on green logistics.
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Campus Euralogistic

Plate-forme multimodale Delta 3

622 Rue des Hauts-de-France

62110 HENIN BEAUMONT

T. +33 (0)3 21 74 16 12

contact@euralogistic.com

euralogistic.com       

Elvina NOWAK 
International project manager 
e.nowak@artois.cci.fr
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Elsie SAUTY
EU & green logistics  project officer  
e.sauty@artois.cci.fr

https://www.euralogistic.com/fr/
https://twitter.com/EURALOGISTIC
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCivrdlFD-uiL-ldLIOBNI4w
https://www.linkedin.com/in/laurent-desprez-67418670/?originalSubdomain=fr

